Tennis Match Results
UC Riverside vs N.C. Central
03/31/17 at Durham, N.C.
(NCCU Tennis Courts)

N.C. Central 4, UC Riverside 3

Singles competition
1. CUCALON,Gabriel (NCCU) def. Cooper Bridge (UCR) 6-3, 6-4
2. KONTOPOULOS,Theo (NCCU) def. Kyle McCann (UCR) 6-4, 3-6, 6-2
3. CALLEGARI,Davide (NCCU) def. Tadeas Lansky (UCR) 6-2, 7-5
4. BROMLEY,Sebastian (NCCU) def. Olivier Kigotho (UCR) 1-6, 6-2, 6-2
5. Gilbert Chung (UCR) def. JUEZ TORRES,Pablo (NCCU) 8-2
6. Anderson Ju (UCR) def. CAMPBELL,Brooks (NCCU) 8-2

Doubles competition
1. Tadeas Lansky/Gilbert Chung (UCR) def. CUCALON,Gabriel/KONOVALOV,Maksym (NCCU) 6-4
2. Cooper Bridge/Anderson Ju (UCR) def. KONTOPOULOS,Theo/CALLEGARI,Davide (NCCU) 6-2
3. Kyle McCann/Max Cohen (UCR) def. BROMLEY,Sebastian/JUEZ TORRES,Pablo (NCCU) 6-3

Match Notes:
UC Riverside 12-14
N.C. Central 6-11
Order of finish: Doubles (2,1,3); Singles (3,1,4,2,5,6)
Match was delayed for nearly an hour due to rain around 7 p.m. and then resumed at Duke Indoor Courts.
T-3:40 A-20